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"Holistic Yoga Flow: The Path of Practice" goes on an in-depth trip through the philosophy and practice of yoga
exercises." It really is for college students and aspiring teachers who are passionate about deepening their
practice."-Bryan Kest, yoga teacher and father of Power Yoga"-Felicia Tomasko, editor-in-chief of LA Yoga exercise
Ayurveda and Wellness This reserve artfully explores the history, the postures and the business of yoga - plus much
more.Truly a manual for our times, modern and hip, however rooted in classical yoga."-Annie Carpenter, yoga instructor
and creator of SmartFLOW Yoga exercise"This book will give all who read it a very comprehensive understanding of this
vast subject of yoga." Featuring stunning photography and clear, accessible language, the reserve is divided into
sections covering the history and philosophy of yoga exercises, the physical practice and teaching Holistic Yoga exercise
Flow.Within these web pages may be the past, present and upcoming of yoga.Yoga instructors Travis Eliot and Lauren
Eckstrom show you through the ancient teachings of yoga exercise using a distinctly modern strategy. Highlights
include:-Complete Alignment cues for more than 100 poses, arranged by category-A guideline to he Eight Limbs of Yoga
exercise, with practice tips-Meditations, pranayama and mantras, with exercises to apply each practice to your daily life-
A look at Bhakti yoga and kirtan-An summary of Ayurveda and subtle anatomy-Instructions for teaching a full length
Holistic Yoga Flow class and a completely sequenced class created for an inspiring home practiceEmphasizing the
importance of continued practice, Holistic Yoga Flow will inspire you actually, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
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A Must Own ! I've books collected on yoga from many of the legends themselves, Pattabhi Jois, BKS Iyengar and others.
BEST Yoga book EVER Not only is this book awesome, the author's /teachers will be the BEST!. Stunning photos. Total
physical wise excellent !The contents are even WAY better ! Amazed at the quality of the paper. But this is actually the
book to have !EASILY had to choose one and only one publication to have ,. It'll last you quite a long time ! The authors
properly and in detail walk you through not just the physical areas of yoga exercises practice (including alignment for,
benefits of, and contraindications concerning each of the main poses of vinyasa), but also a brief history of yoga and
discussions of the main aspects of yoga exercises philosophy. this is THE book ! This is an unbelievable book and one
which I recommend regularly to my friends This is an incredible book and one that I would recommend regularly to my
friends. It is very thorough and thoughtfully created. A striking book visually also to the wonderful and thoroughly guided
chapters of understanding. I love how accessible it really is and a joy to read again, and once again. I stumbled upon
Travis' Ultimate Yogi 108 dvd collection (Lauren was also involved in this production) and it certainly changed my entire
life and enabling me to come back to the practice of yoga. The asanas/posture takes a big chunk of the reserve where
you get presented to the various alignment points and benefits of the pose, this was extremely ideal for me as a student
and as a instructor because it provided a detailed understanding of how to create for the pose the correct way and what
to prevent. I am grateful because of their dedication to yoga exercise and sharing their trip. Beautifully photographed.
You will not be disappointed in this choice and do seek out their DVDs and find them on Connectpal. Excellent Book! The
manufacturers didn't go cheap on making this book.!! The explanation of proper alignment in each pose accompanied by
spectacular images of Travis and Lauren makes you want to learn the reserve from cover to cover, and talk about it with
all your Yogi friends. I have learned so very much from them not only a "yoga pose" but correct and secure alignments,
breathing techniques and how to look beyond myself and iinto my self to believe I could do yoga exercise. They possess
helped m me immensely to open myself more and to have confidence to keep on in my yoga journey to greatly help
others.. Very informative Currently signed up for teacher training and this book has by much been the easiest to learn
and comprehend. Awesome photos to illustrate the techniques as well as easy to read descriptions of the poses. Totally
recommend. I highly recommend it if you are interested in the topic of yoga. This book is an all encompassing guide to
deepening your practice or starting your teaching career.. This book is absolute art. Going over and above yoga asana,
this superbly crafted guidebook touches upon all the basics pertaining to an introduction from what yoga is focused on.
It's apparent that very careful consideration on content was given in putting it collectively. I really appreciate the
sections in the publication, each offers you a better knowledge of the different aspects of yoga (Yoga exercise breathing,
8 limbs of yoga exercises, Meditations, Asanas, sequencing. Well organized/user friendly. A great book for building a
strong foundation for your practice!). Not only is it beautifully done, it offers both teachers and practitioners a deeper
understanding of every common yoga exercises pose, explaining alignment, benefits, contraindications and
modifications. I always thought yoga exercises was about the postures but this publication introduced me to various
other aspects of yoga exercises that I wasn't aware of.This book is a true gift to all yogis. Extremely complete and
thoroughly conceived! Incredible book! The photos are gorgeous, everything is beautifully described not just through
visuals but with created detail. From yoga exercises philosophy, through asanas, to an ideal guide to teach an initial
class, it's just like the best textbook to the holistic yoga exercise flow school. Broad scope of protection on key
elements of yoga philosophy. The best This is my favorite yoga book Great book in case you are thriving to become yoga
instructor or if you want to deepen your yoga practice I got introduced to this publication through my yoga teacher
training and I must say it is an excellent book in case you are thriving to become a yoga teacher or if you want to deepen
your yoga practice and gain a detailed understanding of the various yoga postures. This reserve is beautifully designed
and created. This book can serve as a manual for anybody, from those teaching to become a teacher to those seeking a
better grasp on what's involved with a holistic yoga encounter.. Excellent Yoga Resource! A gift to all yogis This is the
most integrated and comprehensive book on yoga I've ever found. Their phrases, both Travis and Lauren, are really
profound and resonate with the daily struggles on this planet. This book also helped me understand yoga from a holistic
point of view. But Travis Elliot and Lauren Eckstrom try to touch on a lot more than just the physical aspect of yoga and
give you a deeper insight into what the practice of yoga exercises can do for you on your journey to a better



understanding of your body and yourself. this superbly crafted guidebook touches on all of the basics for an . Even if you
don't need to start out practicing the asanas, this reserve provides several different strategies for improving your life
through the path of yoga. I highly recommend this to all of my teachers and students mainly because .... As a studio
owner, I recommend this to all of my teachers and college students as well.. They are gifted instructors and we are so
lucky they shared their enthusiasm with us. This book is an excellent addition to any yogi's collection. The alignment
factors are detailed however easy to comprehend. Plentiful and comprehensive alignment points, facilitating obtaining
the the majority of each pose. Couldn't think of a better gift for your yogi friend or to yourself. What an incredible book!
Beautifully curated with stunning pictures on highest-quality paper Beautifully curated with stunning pictures on
highest-quality paper, Holistic Yoga Flow offers detailed instructions on how to achieve a well-rounded yoga practice
that incorporates body, mind, and spirit... What an amazing book! Such great information about all of yoga. Not just
about the poses, which are detailed wonderfully but about so much more! Strongly suggested !! Such great information
about every part of .. For those of us wishing to be yoga instructors, the publication closes with a whole section on
teaching yoga exercise holistically, how exactly to effectively help college students achieve their very own well-rounded
yoga exercises practice, and even essential aspects of the business side of teaching yoga. This book is a must have for
every critical yogi and aspiring yoga teacher. Amazing quality Holistic Yoga Flow takes yoga to another level. They are
honest, hardworking, down to earth , extremely intelligent and knowledgeable of their field.
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